
WHAT YOU’LL NEED
• Metal tape measure
• Pencil and paper

Firstly, you need to establish what deduction you need to make in the corners so that the headrails do not clash. 
This is easy, just follow the instructions below.

Please note: For Roller and XL Roller blinds, the actual fabric will be approx. 4cm narrower than the overall blind 
headrail at the top. Please measure the glazed portion of your windows to ensure maximum coverage. 

STEP 1
You’ll need to decide which blind type you would like to fit in your bay window (e.g Roller, XL Roller or Honeycomb) 
before measuring. Different blind types should not be mixed. If choosing Roller or XL Roller, you’ll also need to 
decide if you want them cassetted or uncassetted (see more here).

Make a note of the relevant headrail depth from the table below, i.e for an uncassetted XL Roller blind it will be 
6.5cm. This is measurement A.
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STEP 2
If you have window handles that stick out from the window frame, 
you’ll need to measure how far these protrude. Make a note of 
this measurement, this is measurement B.

Distance window handle
protrudes from 
window frame = B

STEP 3
Add measurement A to measurement B to get measurement C and mark this measurement on the frame of the side 
windows as shown on the diagram below.

e.g. for an uncassetted XL Roller blind, with a window handle that protrudes 4cm, measurement C will be 10.5cm 
(6.5cm + 4cm).

ELECTRA TOP TIP: Apply a square of masking tape to the window frame first and make your mark on that, 
the masking tape can simply be removed when you are done.

MEASUREMENT A MEASUREMENT A

BLIND TYPE HEADRAIL DEPTH UNCASSETTED HEADRAIL DEPTH CASSETTED

Roller 6.5cm 8.5cm

XL Roller 6.5cm 8.5cm

Honeycomb 3.5cm N/A

HEADRAIL DEPTH UNCASSETTED HEADRAIL DEPTH CASSETTEDBLIND TYPEBLIND TYPE HEADRAIL DEPTH UNCASSETTED HEADRAIL DEPTH CASSETTED
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STEP 4
The back blind runs along the back almost corner to corner, then the side blinds butt up against it. Measure the full 
width of the back blind (order this as ‘inside the recess’) and then measure the side blinds from the pencil mark you 
made to the outer edges of the window as shown below (order these as ‘exact’ fitting).

Width Width

Width

Back Blind

Side Blinds

C C

Width Width

Width

Back Blind

Side Blinds

C C

STEP 5
To measure the height of your blinds, measure from where you want the top of the blind to be down to where you want 
the blind to end (this is usually the window sill).

BACK BLIND

WIDTH (cm)

HEIGHT (cm)

LEFT HAND BLIND

WIDTH (cm)

HEIGHT (cm)

RIGHT HAND BLIND

WIDTH (cm)

HEIGHT (cm)

[Order as 'inside the recess'] [Order as 'exact'] [Order as 'exact']




